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Juniors Select Speakers
For Ivy Day, Plan Hop

BATES COLLEGE. LEWISTON. MAINE. MARCH

1953

By Subscription

All-College Balloting To Be Held
Monday In Alumni Gymnasium

The junior class chose its Ivy Day group is now playing at the Stevens
All-collcgc balloting will be held in the "lobby of the Alumni
a class meeting after Avenue Armory in Portland.
The dance will be semi-formal this
Gymnasium from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. on Monday.
chapel, March 2.
year. Suggestions for the theme may
Peter Knapp will be class marshal, be given by juniors to Ellen DeThe results of college primaries
Diane West and I.ynn Willscv
and Dwight Harvic toastmaster. Santis.
and organization selections show are running for president of the
.
Robert Sharaf will deliver the class
An original design for the Ivy the following to be candidates for Publishing Association.
^
oration. Mary-Ellen Bailey will toast plaque is also needed. Juniors wish- offices. (Full slate of candidates
Charles
Calcagni
and
Peter
the faculty, Anne Sabo the seniors, ing further information on this will be found on page 2.)
Knapp are running for president
Patricia Heldman the men, and should see Richard Brcnton. Those
Running for president of Stu-G
Harry Meline the coeds. From a list interested in composing an Ivy Ode are Patricia Small and Carolyn of the Senior class with Neil Toner
and Clyde Swift for vice-president,
which included all the members of: should see Charles Calcagni.
Snow. All four men in the race for
Nancy Walker and Alice Arace for
the class, six names were chosen.
Senior
representatives
seats
are
The Ivy Day exercises will be held
secretary, and Paul Callan and
Then the members of the Ivy Day on Monday, May 18. with the Hop eligible for the Stu-C presidency.
Alan Kennedy for treasurer.
committee, along with the class offi- taking place immediately after the (For Stu-C candidates see article
Candidates for the Junior class
cers, decided which speakers would mayoralty campaign, Saturday, May below.)
are
Leverett Campbell and RichUp for the presidency of the
fill the various positions23.
ard
Protbero
for president, George
Hates
Outing
Club
are
Richard
Plans for the Ivy Hop are now
I leads of the various Ivy Day
Schroder and Ernest Em for viceunderway, under the direction of El- committees are: plaque and ivy, Rich- Brenton and Arthur LeBlanc with
president,
Priscilla
Hatch
and
len DeSantis and Clyde Swift. The I ard Brenton: music and marching, Carol Magnnson and Carol Greene
Sylvia Moore for secretary anil
first meeting of committee members I John Karl; chapel and decorations, j for secretary. Luther Durgin and
Lucien Brown and Ralph Froio for
will take place on March 19.
Eleanor Feinsot: caps and gowns, j Beverly Walford are candidates for
treasurer.
the
presidency
of
the
Christian
Tentative arrangements have been: Carolyn Snow; ivy hop, Ellen De- j
Association.
The Sophomore class candidates
made with Jimmy Hanson and his j Santis and Clyde Swift; publicity,;
orchestra, which consists of 17 mem-1 Anne LaRocque: programs. William
bers. including two vocalists. The] Davenport.
speakers at

are
Robert
McAfee and John
Davis
fur
president,
Margaret
Sharpe and Diane Kelt for vicepresident, Kaye McLin and Mary
Kaye Rudolph tor secretary, and
Bruce
Hraiiurd
and
Lawrence
Kvans lor treasurer.
Candidates for the Alumni officers for 1953 include Alan Goddard and Gordon Hall for president and Alice Huntington and
Kathleen Kirschhaum for secretary.
Shirley Hendricks and Ann Chick
are candidates for president of the
WAA.
Lambda Alpha is running Leona
Davis and Lorraine Reed for president
Donald
Weatherhec and
David W'yllie are candidates for
president oi the Young Republican Club.

State Debating Pops Concert To\
Tourney Here Have Fair Motifl
The annual Pops Concert, a formal
This Saturday dance,
will be held in the Alumni
The annual Maine Collegiate
Debate Tourney, which is to be
held on the Bates Campus this
year, will take place on this Saturday, with Bates. Bowrioin. and
University of Maine participating.
The teams will conduct their dehates on
the upper floor of
Hathorn Hall in Rooms 11. 14.
and 15. while Room 10 will be" used
as headquarters for the chairmen
and judges. The teams will debate
on the proposition. "Resolved: that
the Congress should enaci a compulsory Fair Employment Practices Law."
Climaxing the event will he the
awarding of the
Maine State
Championship Cup to the winning
school.
Due
to
a
tie.
the
Championship, during the past
year, has been held jointly by
Bates and University of Maine.
Teams Assigned Numbers
Those judges who will definitely
be participating in the Tourney
have been announced by Professor
Quimby as being Professor Emeritus R. N. Gould, Professor Emeritus Frederick Pomeroy, Professor
Emeritus George Ramsdell Attorney Thomas Delahanty, Attorney
Paul Choate, and John J. Maloney. The names of the other judges
for the occasion are not yet available.
In order that the judges will not
be influenced, the school teams'
names will not he announced, but
rather will be assigned numbers.
However, anyone interested in attending a specific debate should
have no difficulty in locating the
team by inquiring in Room 10.
The Debate Council has also announced that last Thursday four
Bates debaters enjoyed a trip to
(Continued on page two)

Gym Saturday. Marcb 21. The gym
will become a giant tent in keeping
with the theme. ""Country Fair."
The entertainment will be presented
by the Choral Society and the Concert Band, with Chappie Arnold's
band providing dance music during
the intervals.
The first intermission, at nine
o'clock, will feature the Concert
Band. The selections will include:
"Ringling Brothers Grand Entry,"'
Sweet-Buchtel; "Belle of the Ball."
Cinger-Cailliet; "Billboard March,"
Klohr; "Mexican Hat Dance," Partichela-Ling; and selections from
"Carousel," Rodgcrs-Lcidzen.
Entertainment during the second
intermission, at ten-thirty, will be
presented by the Choral Society. It STU-C candidates, seated I. to r.: Dick Melville, Bob McAfee. Ray Beeerra. Arnold Fickeft, John
will sing: "Come to the Fair," Mar- Davis, Charlie Calcagni. Standing: Bob Sharaf, Neil Toner, Bill Hobbs, Ralph Froio. lohn Houtin ; "taliau Street Song," Herbert, houlis, Dick Prothcro, Lev Campbell, Bob Reny. John Toomey. Clyde Swift. Dick Weber.
with soloist Janet Collier; "The
Foggy, Foggy Dew," Scott, sung by
the men's chorus with Dwight Harvic as soloist; and "The Russian
Picnic," Enders, solo by John MacIt was decided at last WednesDuffie.
day's Student Council meeting that
By Art Parker
The men's quartet will take over current members of the Council
at this point The selections to be will recommend candidates in the
Heavy voting in last Monday's primary election witnessed
sung by this group have not yet been current election if they so desiic. the paring of the list of candidates for Student Council down to a
announced. The Choral Society will The opinion of the council was, in slate of sixteen men. The election, held after the Chapel program,
continue with: "Black, Black is the effect, that these new members set the stage for the final selection this Monday in the Alumni
Color of My True Love's Hair," by now on the council knew the men Cymnasium.
which are printed below in their
Niles, with John Karl soloist; "The running and also were acquainted
The men's student body will entirety.
Sleigh," Koantz-Rugger; "A Dream with the qualifications that the job have the privilege of choosing
Want Closer Cooperation
is a Wish Your Heart Makes," required.
representatives from each of the
The platforms
were
almost
David-Hoffman-Livingston, and arAlso mentioned was the fact that three classes. From the Senior unanimous in stressing closer coranged by Fred Waring; and "Coun- each club should send a represen- group a president and vice-presioperation with the administration
try Style," Van Heussen, also ar- tative to Roger Bill on Monday dent will be selected while the secwhile some offered ideas such as
ranged by Fred Waring. Patricia night between 6 and 8 p. m. to pick retary-treasurer will come from
a revision of Freshman rules, a
Scheuerman and Beverly Hayne are up their ballots.
the Junior class.
re-evaluation of the Bates Plan,
the accompanists.
The council will send a letter to
For the second consecutive year, extension of library hours, more
Beverly Walford and John Mac- Brown University to thank it for the STUDENT sent a question- coed smokers, and a lowering of
Duflie arc the co-chairmen for Pops its invitation to the conference held naire to the candidates regarding the q.p.r. required for unlimited
Concert. The publicity is under the two weeks ago concerning student their ideas about the office they cuts.
(Continued on page two)
governments at colleges.
sought.
Replies
were
received
(Continued on page three)

Current Council Men
To Indicate Choices

Council Nominees List
Pre-Election Platforms
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Election Slate
All-College Ballot

Vice-President
Joan Smith
BATES OUTING CLUB
Lorraine Julian
Circle one for each of the two offi- Treasurer
ces. Thi' defeated candidate for
Alice Arace
president automatically becomes
Carol Guild
vice-president
Secretary
President
Margie Council
Richard Brenton
\iulrey Ply nil
Arthur Le Blanc
Secretary
Carol Magnuson
1953
Carol Greene
Alumni President
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Alan Goddard
Gordon Hall
President
Alumni Secretary
Luther Durgiti
Alice Huntington
Beverly Walford
Kathleen Kirschbauui
Vice-President
Amu* LaRocque
1954
King rlempel
President
Secretary
Charles Calcagni
Esther Hani
Peter Kuapp
Peggy Sharp.Vice-President
Treasurer
Neil Toner
Nowell Blake
Clyde Swift
Bob Christenson
Secretary
Nancy Walker
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
- Alice Arace
President
Treasurer
Diane West
Paul Callau
Lynn Willsey
Alan Kennedy
Vice-President
1955
Mildred Browne
President
Daniel Learned
Leverett Campucll
Junior Representatives
Richard I'rothero
(Vote for three)
Vice-President
Nancy Cole
George Schroder
Alan Dworkin
Ernest Ern
Janet Hunter
Secretary
Melvin King
Priscilla Hatch
Carole Lindblow
Sylvia Moore
Brenton Stearns
Treasurer
Lucien Brown
Ralph Froio
STUDENT COUNCIL
1956
Senior Representatives
President
(Vote for Four)
Robert McAfee
Charles Calcagni
John Davis
William Hobbs
Vice-President
Richard Melville
Margaret Sharpe
Robert Sharaf
Diane Felt
Clyde Swift
Secretary
Neil Toner
Kaye' McLin
John Toomey
Mary Kay/ Rudolph
Richard Weber
Treasurer
Junior Representatives
Bruce Brainerd
(Vote for Three)
Lawrence Evans
Levcrett Campbell
Ernest Ern
Ralph Froio
John Houhoulis
YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB
Richard Prothero
President
Robert Reny
Donald Weatherbee
Sophomore Representatives
David Wyllie
I Vote for Two)
Vice-President
Rafael Becerra
Roscoe Fales
John Davis
John Toomey
Arnold Fickett
Secretary
Elian Johnson
Rgbert McAfee
Harriet Packard
Treasurer
Richard Hathaway
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Thomas
Kugeman
President

Class Ballots

Men's Ballot

Club Ballots

Women's Ballot

Patricia Small
Carolyn Snow
Vice-President
Priscilla Hatch
Susan Ordway
Secretary-Treasurer
Carol Ann McKesson
Nancy Metcalf
Senior Advisers
l Vote for two)
Patricia Heldman
Ann Sabo
Joan St.II11
Janjce Todd
Sophomore Representatives
( Vote for two)
Virginia Fedor
Diane Felt
H. Kay McLin
Gail Molander
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
President
Shirley Hendricks
Ann Chick

LAMBDA ALPHA
President
Leona Davis
Lorraine Reed
Vice-President
Nancy Cole
Martha Field
Marlene Haskell
Secretary
Jacky Boucher
Marlene Haskell

Minstrel Show
To Draw Blood

Candidates With Best Platforms

The Southland is coming north
for blood.
The singing south is migrating
to Bates complete with endmen.
interlocutor and chorus to present
a minstrel show for the purpose of
obtaining pledges for the second
Campus blood drive this year. The
show sponsored by the Christian
Association is scheduled tor April
11 in the alumni gym froi.i 7 to 9
p. in., under co-direction of Harold Hunter and Patricia Heldman,
The casting of the show is being arranged so as to permit any
interested students to participate.
Three members of each dorm will
be chosen to sing in the chorus
and students possessing singing or
dancing talent are encouraged to
appear In specialty acts. A few
towns people are also being asked
to take part in the program.
Instead of holding mass rehearsals, an appointed committee plans
to visit the dorms at regular in
tervals and go over the songs and
specialty acts with the individual
participants. However, there will
be two rehearsals including the
entire cast during the week of production.
In the traditional manner, ten
endmen will be on hand to exchange jokes and puns. Anyone de-siring to donate his talent in fulfilling one of these roles will be
appreciated. The chorus, number
ing about 45, will offer such favorites as Alabamy Bound, Dear
Hearts and Gentle People and By
the Light of the Silvery Moon.
During intermission, pledges will
be taken for the donation of blood
in an effort to exceed all previous
drives.
Hunter and Patricia would appreciate, anyone desiring to take
part in one of the above mentioned
capacities to contact them.

BETTY BATES contestants. Seated 1. to i\: Nancy Mctcall, Carol
Hollister, Pat Small. Jean Laughlin. Ginger Bailey, Esther Ham
and Priscilla Hatch. Standing: Carol Guild. Edie-Ellen Greene.
Lois Johnson. Sue Hudson, Elizabeth Sherman.
Photo by Bryant

All-Campus Femmes To
Pick Slick Chick Friday
Final candidates for Betty Bates
have been announced as a result
of elections conducted in the sophomore and junior classes last week.
Juniors include Alice Arace. Virginia Bailey. Carol Guild, Lois
Johnson, Nancy Metcalf, Elizabeth
Sherman,
and
Patricia
Small.

Pops Concert

(Continued from page one)
direction of Lois Whidden and Janet
Lockwood, while Priscilla Hatch,
Lorraine Julian, and Harold Hunter
are in charge of decorations. Jane
Tobey and Dorothy Royce are in
charge of tickets and programs.
Prank Stred, orchestra, and Donald
Peck, lighting. Milton Van Vlack and
William Hobbs are in charge of
waiters, while the department of
menus and caterer is being managed
by William Goodreau and Richard
Liebe.
Prof. Smith will be the director, Tonight
Vespers, Chapel. 9:15-9:45 p.m.
and Mrs. Berkelman will be the hostess. Arrangements for table reserva- Thursday
Lambda Alpha. Women's Union,
tions can be made with Mrs. Berkel7-8 p. m.
Plans are underway for a Music man. Student admission i- $2.50 per
W A A Swimming
Exhibition,
and Theatre Arts Conference to couple.
Auburn Y M C A, 8:30-10:30
be held at Bates next fall, Presip. m.
dent Phillips has announced. To
Friday
be held on five consecutive ThursDancing Class. Chase Hall, 4day evenings, the conference will
(Continued from page one)
5:15 p. in.
include lectures by three "name" Westbrook
Junior College, arBetty Bates Night, WLB, 7:30artists and two programs by the ranged by Barbara Spring. Bates
9 p. in.
college music and drama depart- '52. The teams debated on the
ments.
question,
"Resolved:
that
the Saturday
State Debate Tourney, Hatborii,
Treaty
nations
Presidents of Lewiston-Auburu North Atlantic
afternoon.
should
form
a
federal
union."
Roswomen's clubs are meeting Friday,
March
13, with representatives coe Fales and Daniel Learned, Sunday
Stu-C introduction of candidates,
from Bates to discuss plans for the members of the Junior Class, upLittle Theatre, 7-8 p.m.
held
the
negative,
while
those
repconference.
Monday
the affirmative views
"In the fall of 1951," said Presi- resenting
All-College Elections, gym lobdent
Phillips,
"Bates
College were two freshmen, Richard Conby, 9 a. m. - 7 p. m.
sponsored a Modern Literature don and Lawrence Evans. The
Tuesday
purpose
of
the
trip
was
to
conduct
Conference in cooperation with
CA monthly meeting. Chase
a number of Lewiston-Auburn wo- an exhibition debate for the WestHall, 7:30-9 p.m.
Ivrook Women.
men's clubs.

Calendar

Music, Theatre Arts
Conference Planned

Debating

"It is our hope that next fall's
Music and Theatre Arts Conference will similarly fill a need. Tickets will be placed on sale late
next summer, and once again the
number will be limited by our Wed., Thurs.
March 11, 12
chapel's capacity of 750 seats."
"SOMEBODY LOVES ME"
Betty Hutton
Ralph Meeker
"SAN ANTONE"
Rod Cameron
Wed., Thurs.
March 11, 12 Wed.. Thurs.
March 11, 12
Fr„ Sat.
March 13, 14
"BIG JIM McLAIN"
"MIRACLE IN MILAN"
"GOLD FEVER"
"TREASURE OF THE
(Italian with English subtitles)
GOLDEN CONDOR"
"FACTS OF LOVE"
Fit, Sat.
March 13, 14
Cornel Wilde
Fri., Sat.
March 13, 14
-WAGONS WEST"
"PATHFINDER"
"HONG KONG"
"BODY SNATCHER"
George Montgomery
(Technicolor)
•I WALKED WITH A
•
ZOMBIE"
Sun., Mon., Tues. - March 15, 16, 17
Sun., Mon., Tues. - March 15, 16. 17
"APRIL IN PARIS"
Sun., Mon., Tues. - March 15, 16, 17
"SINGING IN THE RAIN"
"STARS AND STRIPES
Ray Bolger - Doris Day
(Technicolor)
FOREVER"
"JALOPY"
•ROSE OF CIMARRON"
"THE HIGHWAYMAN"
East Side Kids
(Naturalcolor)

Community Theatre

Sophomores are Joan Davidson,
Kdith-Ellcn Greene, Esther Ham,
Priscilla Hatch, Carol Hollister,
Sue Hudson, and Jean Laughlin.
These were chosen from a list of
girls who have been on WAA
training for a minimum of one
year.
Selection of the winner will be
Friday, 7 p. m. in WLB. Members
of the Bates Needle Club and all
campus women are invited to attend the judging and a spring
fashion show presented by the
freshmen under chairmanship of
Audrey Flynn. Clothes will be
provided by Ward Bros.
The evening climaxes health
week, and awards for various aspects of the week will be presented
by mistress of ceremonies, Mary
Van Yolkenburg.

STRAND
THEATRE

Ritz Theatre

EMPIRE
THEATRE
Wednesday through Saturday
March 11, 12, 13, 14

"The Stooge"
with
DEAN MARTIN
JERRY LEWIS

D
Sun., Mon., Tues. .
March 15, 16. 17
'THE ]AZZ SINGER"
with
Danny Thomas - Peggy Lee

THRE
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Stu-C Candidates
(Continued from page one)
The much debated topics such as
coed dining and reception rooms
in men's dorms received mention
in several platforms as topics for
future consideration of the Council.
The platforms of the various
candidates are as follows:
Raymond Becerra, for Sophomore representative: As Bates is
a conservative college, the idea of
allowing students unlimited cuts
is frowned upon by the faculty and
administration. I don't think the
present cut system is adequate. I
believe a new cut system should be
instituted whereby students achieving a quality point ratio of 2.3 or
better should be allowed twice as
many cuts per class as they are allowed under the present system.
A project which I would like to
sec the Student Council take up is
that of setting up a meal ticket
system for guests of the students.
I think the Student Council
should try to get together with
the. faculty and see that the present rule concerning no quizzes on
past material during the last week
before final exams be enforced and
enlarged to include quizzes on new
and present material.
Charles Calcagni, for re-election
as Senior representative: I am
seeking re-election after serving on
the Council as secretary-treasurer
for one year, during which I tried
to do what I honestly felt was best
for the whole school. My only
other qualifications are service as
an officer in my class and in different campus organizations.
If I am re-elected, I shall try
to create better relations among
the administration, faculty, and
student body. Much trouble on
campus comes from the lack of
faith and understanding between

the students and administration.
and between the students and faculty.
The students must restore this
faith and understanding, and the
initiative must come from them.
The establishment of an Honor
System would show that the students have the maturity to accept
academic responsibilities. By bet*er communication, through the
Student Council, the administra"Tempos" is the general theme
tion's actions could be better unof the swim exhibition to be prederstood by the students, and stusented at 8 o'clock tomorrow at the
dent problems could be more adeAuburn YMCA.
quately presented to the adminisThe WAA-sponsored group of
tration.
girls interested in synchronized
Leverett Campbell, for Junior rep- swimming was established last fall
resentative. As far as I know, a and is now ready to make its first
Utopia does not exist. With this as- public appearance. Miss Norton,
sumption. I can believe there are who first expressed interest in
some difficulties and troubles at such a group, and Ivorrainc Julian.
Rates like every other school or WAA manager, have conducted
group. Now I feel that the job of weekly practices — with part of
anyone on the council is to try to the group at the pool, and part
lessen file misunderstandings and "on land" in the Rand gym.
difficulties that exists between the
Ft ur numbers carry out the genAdministration and the students. eral theme of the program —
How can this he accomplished? "Tango" directed by Gail Olsen.
Certainly not by one person, or "Waltz" conducted by Margaret
even one small group like the Pnjt, "March" led by Lorraine
Council — it would require an ear- lulian. and "Square nance" with
nest and sincere effort of all con- I anralvn Watson. The swimmers
cerned. Where the one person or will wear simple rostuminc effects,
Council group would play the im- dark bathing suits, and white caps.
:ic rtant role, would be in leading
Swim club members have ticthis common interest to a com- kets to the production. Those atmon goal. However, there is still tending arc reminded that the temone more factor to be considered. perature will he very high in the
Any change or reform of any good, pool room and heavy clothes are
takes time. Therefore. I feel that not advisable.
a plan, possibly a five year plan,
should be drawn up. and that istration. I feel that a co-operatiw
should be the ultimate goal of suc- plan can he worked out.
ceeding
Councils.
I
feel
that
1 am also in favor of: 1. Co-ed
through a co-operative plan, the dining. 2. Petition or at least a
administration will come to trust better system for election of class
the students more and a request officers. Also campaigning of cla«s
or desire from the students will and Council officers. 3. Unlimited
mean a lot more to the administra- cuts at ,V0O. 4. Co-ed social imtion. Speaking from my own per- provements
(reception
halls,
sonal experiences with the admin- dances, etc.) under 5-year plan. S.
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Stu-G Chooses Twenty-two Proctors;
DeSantis And Arace To Head Rand

WAA Group Plans
Swim Exhibition
On 'Tempos' Theme

By Kaye Kirschbaum

Student Government lias announced the women's proctorships
for the 1953-54 school year. Serving on the nominating committee which reviewed the balloting for proctors and Stu-G officers
were Lois Miller. Kathleen Kirschbflum, Nancy Metcilf. Beverly
Hayne, and Diane Felt.

Molander.
Lois Miller announced that Elpresidents and vice-presidents of len DeSantis and Susan Ordway
the women's dormitories. The first will join Mice lluntington ami
name mentioned denotes the presi- Nfarlene L'lmer as members of the
dent who is also representative on CO-ed dining committee.
the Stu-G Board. Rand: F.llen
Blue Book Changes Proposed
DeSantis, Alice Arace: Cheney:
Janice
Todd gave the
Blue
Jean
Cleary.
Helen
Anderson:
Rook Committee's report on proWest I'arker. Elizabeth O'Donposed changes for the coming
nell. Kllen Conron.
year. These are merely suggesLast
I'arker:
Ruth
Haskins.
tions and have received no vote or
Lorraine Julian: Whittier: Edie
administrative approval. They inEllen Greene, Esther Ham: Milliclude (1) that a 1 a. m. permission
ken:
Susan
Ordway.
Merriam
be given after all formal dances
Round: Frye House: Joan David(2) thai a sophomore from each
ion, Beverly Dennison: Wilson.
dorm district (Milliken, Whittier.
I.auralyn Watson. Dorcas Turand Cheney: Frye street dorms:
ner; Chase: Beverly Hayne. Ann
the Parkers) serve as a representaHoxie; Hacker: I'riscilla Hatch,
tive on the proctors nominating
Carol Hollister: Women's Union:
committee (3) that all women's
Elizabeth Fish. Sylvia Magnuson.
dorms be open from 10:30 a. m. to
The nominating committee also
11:00 ;> m. on Sundays.
drew up the following slate for
Janice also reported the discuse
19. .'-54 Stu-('r officers. For presision of the recent chapel commit
dent:
l,Ttricia
Small.
Carolyn
tee meeting. It was suggested that
Snow;
vice-president:
I'riscilla
there be a conscious effort on the
Hatch. Susan Ordway: secretary part of the students attending
'reasurcr: Carol Ann McKesson,
chapel to quiet down quickly and
Nancy Metcalf: senior advisors:
to refrain from reading during the
''atricia Heldman. Ann Sabo. Joan
nrojram. Criticism was made also
Staib. Janice Todd: sophomore
of the pre-bell commotion nearing
representatives:
Virginia
Fedor.
the close of the Little Theatre culDiane Felt, Helen K. McLin, Gail
tural heritage lectures.
Prevent
Stu-G
members
reRevision of freshman rules.
'ohn B. Davis, for Sophomore ceived their keys this week. The
representative: I believe that a ltd anil gold emblem was designed
,*lcs« r
relationship
should
be specifically for the Bates Student
made between the Stu-C and the Government by the Palfour Companv.
(Continued on page five)
The following girls will serve BS
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-/or30days
andFlAVOR
THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY
Camel is America's most popular
cigarette leading all other brands
by billions! Camels have the two
things smokers want most—rich, full
flavor and cool, cool mildness...
pack after pack! Try Camels for 30
days and see how mild, how flavorful,
how thoroughly enjoyable they are
as your steady smoke!

Remolds Toduxo Co.. WU»uo-8al», N. C.

More People Smoke CAM EIS -than any other cigarette
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Editorials

The Ivory Tower

'Uncle Georgi' No God To 'Komrads'

Bates Politics -- And P S.
The Ides of March are upon us. The annual Bates political'
upheaval is timed for next Monday. A full year has passed since
the campus, at the peak of fevered discontent, boosted Lois Miller
and Bruce Chandler into the presidencies of the women's Stu-G
and the men's Stu-C.
If there was ever a 'time of troubles,' it was last year at this
time. Besides a heightening of the usual unapathetic griping about
social life, food, profs and general 'unprogressiveness,' the basketball team had just wound up a sensational season — winning two
games. This was the atmosphere that resulted in a group of hotheaded Seniors nearly cry-babying their class into refusing the
traditional gift to the college later in the Spring. This was also the
atmosphere that produced a positive faculty-student Campus Rela
tions Committee.
More Muscles
As far as the men were concerned that March, the 'time of
troubles' was reflected in a new crop of Stu-C primary candidates
who for the most part sincerely wanted a much stronger Council
that could more effectively flex its muscles to solve campus problems. The STUDENT added fuel to the campaign by printing
each candidate's platform (if any), the first time this has been
done in modern Bates history.
Evidence that the men wanted a new look on the Council is
shown in the fact that a man with no previous Stu-C experience
was chosen president. Three out of four Senior and two out of
three Junior representatives on the new Council never served on it
before. In view of pre-election discontent and platform goals,
this Council was a 'reform' Council, no matter how distasteful it
felt the term to be.
That the 'reform' label would be a burden is easy to sec.
"Reform' often implies miracles, yet few who had watched the
work of previous Councils expected many miracles, atjeast not
in one year. And there were none. But the present Council did
get the ball rolling, though it did not achieve many of its major
goals, including men's reception rooms and a meal-ticket system.
Girls Took Charge
And, of course, coed dining. This was a joint Stu-C and Stu-G
drive. In our opinion, the Student Council hit its low ebb last
Fall on this issue. Adopting a we-want-it-our-way attitude, the
Stu-C was ready to refuse participation in any coed dining plan
(i. e., four Sundays). It took a hard-fighting squad of Stu-G
women to buck up the wavering Councilmen and get them to cooperate with a tiny coed dining plan that pinned its hopes on evolution rather than revolution. Even then, the failure to pry loose
from the administration an adequate coed dining plan seemed to
send (he Council into a period of disillusion.
Looked at as a whole, however, the past year should be considered a high mark for Student Council's during the past four
years, for one reason, if for no other. Here is the reason, in the
words of Council president Chandler's platform last spring: "The
Council should be more than a mouthpiece for the men; it should
lie a creative body, forming and carrying out policies of its own as
well as taking care of the affairs of the men. I am certainly in
favor of a cooperative, but firm attitude toward the administration
of the college."
Pitched Battles Don't Pay Well
The Stu-C has been more than a mouthpiece, it has been a
creative body. It has formed policies and in most cases tried hard
to carry them out. It has cooperated with the administration, but
when two forces both have "firm" attitudes, cooperation can never
be 100 per cent effective. But in the opinion of at least one key
administrator, this Council has worked unusually well with the
administration — on a field in which cooperation, not pitched
battle, is more likely to yield real benefits to the student body. For
instance, it worked with the administration to nail down the
realistically liberal drinking policy; and it handled more disciplinary cases, a department in which there is evidently still room for
closer cohesion.
Except for the coed dining issue, on which Stu-G took a consistently strong stand, we have no personal slants on the work of
Lois Miller's distaff organization. The Stu-G has never had a
reputation as a militant campus group, but every word we have
heard through the grapevine supports the belief that the present
board has done an unusually vigorous and capable job in its own
supposedly demure feminine roles.
From these pre-election post mortems, one point is more obvious than ever: the road toward student-sponsored changes in
college policy and practices requires Slu-C's and Stu-G's with the
skill and agility of mountain goats.
The reasons for such tortuous difficulties are three-fold: (1)
the changes may have been tried and found wanting in the past.
(2) they may be impracticable in light of college resources. (3)
college policy and practices may become too inflexible to grasp a
good thing when it comes along.

Postscript
It is our contention that these factors should be known and
discussed more adequately among students, faculty and administrators through a closer-working system than through bodies like
Stu-C, Stu-G and the Bates Conference Committee. The college
would be better served if. in addition, willing and responsible student consultants could sit in on faculty-administration policy discussions. By means of these student intermediaries, the thinking of
faculty, administration and the student body could become less
antagonize, less inflexible — more rounded, more "synoptic."
The jojnt Campus Relations Committee is a step toward this
general idea, but this group does not have enough tangible power.
We need closer student consultation on the decision-making
ground floor in Roger Bill.

By Al Hakes
Last week the most powerful dictator the world has ever known
passed suddenly from the scene, yet left behind him a lepacy of
terror and a world in deep crisis which he, perhaps more than anv
other individual, had served to bring about.
To the millions outside the iron
ring which Stalin built around
him. as well as to those directly
within the scope of Soviet power,
the future holds many problems,
the answers to which will be largely fashioned by the new power
bloc in the Kremlin.
Almost immediately after the official announcement of Stalin's
death the new Russian leaders
took office, and the long hoped-for
turmoil in Russia did not immediately rise. Momentarily, at least,
things looked smooth for the
power boys of the "Peoples'Democracies." Hut the seeds of trouble
are there, and the biggest problem
lor Malenkov in the next few
months is whether he can stamp
them out before they sprout.
No Easy Way In
The passing of power is always
difficult in a dictatorship, especial
ly of the non-hereditary type. Sta-

With file midwinter slump upon
us — no games to see and a panic
stricken flurry of exams, term
papers and theses — the annual
custom of counting revives: fifteen
and a half days till vacation: three
two, One, none (take your pick)
rears and eighty-three and a half
days till graduation. Officers of
various organizations are Counting
too: live and a half days until the
all-college election. Then freedom
and blissful anonymity.
From the Wesleyan "Argus" on the wrestling team:
"Coach Hank Elespuru is
looking forward to a close
match against the Little Three
rivals but is confident that his
boys will be in their best form
for their dates."
Intramural basketball finished the
season Saturday. Charlie Iiucknam coached Roger Rill and Kd
McKinnon the Bardwell boys. Lev
Campbell came in late and remarked "It must be a great game
if Charlie has to sit on the bench."
Feminine
spectators
were
impressed with riie masterful control
of the ball and the language.
Charlie I'appas went In during the
last few minutes claiming he'd
"Save the game" for Bardwell.
Almost but not quite.
Robinson Players had the
usual backstage party after
the final performance of "Dulcy". Nan Kosinski and Lu
Mainland were up to join in
the festivities. A sign in Miss
Schaeffer's writing
on the
other side of the down-right
door of the set: "Giraffes can
get
through
this — Don't
Duck!"
Lmbarassing moments for cast
members:
one
petticoat elastic
sprung during an entrance. One
actor had tightened a suspender
strap before going on stage. He
sat down and immediately found
himself playing the rest of the
scene on one suspender.
Lorraine Julian says she put
on stockings instead of sox
one day just to see how many
would ask questions. She got
at least sixteen queries. Student teachers get the raised
eyebrow when they DON'T
wear stockings: "Playin'
hooky, Teacha'?"

lin spent twenty years in building
up a position of power, wiping out
hi-too-ambitious
friends.
and
building a legend around himself
as the great leader of world Communism and the benevolent father
of all satellite peoples everywhere
Malenkov. the new Premier, cannot inherit Stalin's mantle intact.
He is a young man. not one of the
old revolutionary heroes. He is
ruthless and cruel, as was Stalin,
but has never learned to be tactful and diplomatic as well, two assets of which Stalin made good
use. And as for benevolence, it
would take many years to make
"Uncle Georgi" into a god; somehow he just does not fit the picture. He may be respected and
feared by the subject peoples, but
he will not be loved.
iiut Malenkov's greatest -worry
will be his friends and subordinates. Stalin eventually wiped out
all those who bad helped him to
power and many who hadn't, but
Malenkov's rivals appear stronger.
Topping the list is Beria, strong
man of the dread Secret Police,
and now second in the realm. Recently publicly chastized by Stalin, usually the first step toward
demotion and death, Beria inav
not feel too kindly toward Stalin':
handpicked
successor,
a
man
whom he outranks in many ways.
Added to those whom Malenkov

must watch is Molotov, the only
one at the top leadership who
knows the West, the oldest and
perhaps the smartest. Although
somewhat lacking in personal following, Molotov could join with
any
other
upstart
and make
trouble. Then come Kaganovitch
and Blllganin, both old party
hands with more seniority than
Malenkov, and Marshal Zhukov, a
great war hero and immensely
popular in the army. These and
many more, some unknown to the
West, are waiting behind the new
Premier. Georgi cannot trust them,
he may have to liquidate some, and
any one or a group could easily
decide to slip the knife to the boss
before getting it himself.
Satallite Trouble
Some of the satellite leaders,
particularly Mao in China, are also
potential foes. Older and more experienced than
Malenkov. . they
followed Stalin but may balk at
knuckling under to his successor.
If Malenkov cannot deal with them
as Stalin could, a storm of opposition could face him.
The hardest job for any dictator
is to make himself powerful and
safe. Multiple rule cannot last for
long. Malenkov cannot trust his
followers, and for this very reason
they cannot trust him. Sooner or
later the test of strength must
come, and blood must flow again
in Russia. From that event, or a
series of them, the weakness of
the Russian system and the greatest hope of the Wset may arise.
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Stu-C Candidates
(Continued from page three)
students both in letting them present theif points of view and
letting them know more about
what goes on in the Student Council. I will work towards this thru
rhe following:
1. To have an advisory committee consisting of a representative from each Freshman dorm, to
meet at least once a month with
the two regular Council members.
I believe that this would give
Council members a better idea of
-Indent problems within the different dorms.
2. To have a better system of
publicity concerning the Stu-C.
with information posted on dorm
bulletin boards, to better acquaint
the students with the workings of
the Council.
1 also think that students can be
better helped in their studies and
problem.* by these means:
3. To have places of study for
students, with extended hours during exam periods. 1 believe that
when a student has hourly or final
exams coining up, these quiet
.itudy places would greatly aid him
in his work.
4. To have a closer relationship
between freshmen and advisors in
discussing problems, helping with
course selection and individual adjustment. I believe that the present system is inadequate in that
students do not get enough individual attention with their difficulties in choosing courses or adjusting to college life.
Ernest Em, for Junior representative:
Having been on the
campus for two years now experiencing the interaction of students
and
administration, — Student
Council and student, — student
and students, — and realizing that
any sizeable group is in need of
a governing body, I am submitting
my name to be considered as a

PECK'S
we're proud of
our fine

representative on the Bates Student Council.
In having had the honor of being
president
of the
Student
Council in high school and representing the school at several large
Conventions, I have had experience in such lilies Also athletics
and Other club activities lias given
me a chance to be acquainted with
the problems confronting a student.
As a candidate I am in favor of
closer relationship between the
students, administration, and Student Council. As a member of
the council, I will remember that
I am your representative and will
always endeavor to hold the position with due honor.
Arnold Fickett, for Sophomore
representative: I would like to see
the Student Council become more
efficient In taking student complaints to the administration. This
las* semester the Student Council's voice did not seem to bear
much effect on the administration
in regard to co-ed dining and
other such topics. I feel that the
Council already has very firm control over the student body. This
same control should reciprocate to
'.lie administration in the form of a
voice which means more than just
words.
Ralph Froio. for Junior representative. Having had experience
as a member of my high school
student council, I feel that it puts
me in a position where I can very
well qualify to be a definite aid to
the Men's Student Council here
at Bates College. Besides this past
experience, my close relationship
with many of my fellow students
through athletics and other activities has familiarized me with
many of the problems which you
encounter.
These reasons best exemplify
my qualifications as a candidate to
represent you in the Men's Student Council. I am decidely in favor of a stronger Men's Student
Council, closer relationship with
the administration, and only that
which is right and just for you
whom I hope to represent.
If I am fortunate enough to be

GENDRON'S
Lunch Bar
413 Main St, Lewiaton
Specialties

A. M. C.
DRESS
SHIRTS

PEPPER STEAKS
FRIED CLAMS
LOBSTER ROLLS
Our Food Is Still The Best
Advertisement We Have

at only

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

$9-98
* Premium quality
broadcloth!
* Expertly

tailored.

* Sizes

to

14

17.

sleeves 32 to 35.

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
CHRIS NAST, '53
CHARLIE PAPPAS, 'S3
27 Bardwell

White dress shirts
with fused, soft,
slotted

or

round

pointed collars.

Tydol

Veedol

shirts

with

fused

collar

in

green,

blue or tan

PECK'S

Big Top' Dominates Pops Formal
For Country Fair Presentations
Pops Concert
this year, on Fair theme. 1'ris Hatch, chairman for the evening.
March 21, will' revert to Maine's of decorations, reveals that the
The ticket booth in the lobby
rural ancestry with a Country gym will be turned into a Big Top will resemble a stand on the midway, with one of Jane Tobey's
loyal workers hawking the wares.
Inside the main tent, constructed
from paper streamers, will be the
dance floor, lighted to harmonize
with this theme. The backdrop
on the stage behind the orchestra
will carry the motif of the dance
— a straw hat, hay fork and
pumpkin. A similar backdrop under the balcony will show a winding country road, with a fair and
carnival in the distance. Tables,
decorated with the fork and hat
motif, will be scattered on either
side of the floor, served by waiters.
Chappie Arnold's orchestra will
■play for dancing from 8-12. The
affair is formal —• tux required and
corsage optional. Tickets are $2.50
for students, $3.00 regular, and
may be obtained from Mrs. Berkelman. Tables must be reserved in
advance, by groups of four or
more, with Mrs. Berkelman.
Colorful Concerts
Mr. Smith is responsible for the
il
entertainment. During the first intermission, at 9:30, the concert
elected as one of your representa- !ege community.
band will play the following numtives I will do everything that is
John Houhoulis, for Junior rep- bers: "Ringling Brothers' Grand
within my power to fulfill my duty resentative. This election is im- Entry" by Sweet-Buchtel, "Belle
with respect and honor. I will re- portant because a member of the of the Ball" by Anderson, "Trommember that my chief obligation is council must be a versatile individ- bones Triumphant"
by Keller,
to be your representative.
ual; one who knows and under- "Wing-Ding" by Singer-Cailliet,
William Hobbs, for Senior rep- stands the problems confronting "The Billboard March" by Klohr,
resentative:
It is only natural 'he students, one who is diplomat- "Mexican Hat Dance," by Partithat students and administration c in dealings with the administra- chela-1.ang. selections from "Cashould disagree at some points tion, one who knows the desires of rousel" by Rodgers-Leidzen, and
concerning the way the college the different factions on campus, "Old Comrades" by Teike-Lake.
should be run. It is not right, how- >ne who is a hard worker and sinDuring the second intermission
ever,
that
these disagreements cere in his efforts. In short, he the Choral Society will present:
should place either in direct op- must be a well rounded individual •Come to the Fair" by Martin,
position to the other. Bitter ex- .vim will neither be a meek follow- nic" by Enders, with John Macperience has 'aught the student er or an obnoxious, antagonistic with Janet Collier, soloist. "The
body that its opinion is regarded ndividualist.
Foggy Foggy Dew" arranged by
with a very questionable amount
The importance of having men's Scott, with Dwight Harvie and the
ot responsibility. Apparently the ■e eption rooms; the library open Men's Chorus, and "Russian Picadministration lacks confidence in :ill 1U p. in.: a student advisory "Italian Street Song" by Herbert,
the student body. Before student ounctl; a meal ticket system; an Duffie. soloist. The Men's Quartet
opinion can bear its deserved ithletic council seems to be felt — John MacDuffie, Hal Hunter,
weight this missing confidence iy ail. However. 1 will sincerely Hank Stred and Dwight Harvie —
must be gained.
evaluate these and other problems will harmonize on several num1 don't intend to slug out dis- 'n terms of how important they bers yet to be announced. The
agreements with the administra- are to the student body as opposed Choral Society will close with
tion. Neither do I intend to accept to the reasons for which the ad- "Black is the Color of my True
what I think is not best for the ministration does not want them. Love's Hair" arranged by Niles.
college as a whole without trying After a careful and .sincere analysis with John Karl and the Women's
to change it for something better. l will vigorously support those Chorus. "The Sleigh" by KountzInstead, as a member of the Stu- '.novations which I think should Riegger, "A Dream is a Wish
dent Council, I would try to gain r
supported.
Anything
else. your Heart Makes" by Davidthe confidence of the administra- vould be hypocritical!
Hoffman-Livingston, and "Countion so that all might work more
Richard A. Melville, re-election try Style" by Van Heusen, with
closely together in an effort to
11 e n r y
Bauer.
violinist.
Pat
(Continued on page eight)
make Bates College a better colScheuerman and Beverly Hayne
are accompanist.--.
t
Committees At Work
Beverly Walford and John MacDuffie are co-chairmen of the
dance. Lois Whidden is handling
In Cool, Air Conditioned
publicity, I'ris Hatch, Lorraine
Pleasant Surroundings
Julian and Hal Hunter, decorafor
tions. Jane Tobey is chairman of
tickets and programs. Hank Stred
something special
secured the orchestra. Don Peck
will provide lighting. Milton Van
.'49 MAIN STREET
Tel. 2-6422
Vlack
the
waiters,
ind
Bill
LEWISTON
Goodreau the caterer. Mrs. Ber162 Lisbon St. Lewistoo, Me
kelman is the hostess.
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SELF - SERVICE
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Phone 2-9311
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Courtesy

Quality

Service
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Football Team
Concludes Cage
Spring Drills

By Pete Knapp
Winter sports for the 1953 season
came to a delayed conclusion last
week as the freshman haskethall
Squad dropped a thrcc*point decision to Bowdoin and the varsity
trackstcrs won their first meet by
swampinx Colby. Both contests
were booked late in the season and
consequently were not on the regular schedule cards
The frosh loss to Bowdoin
proved relatively little since the
Kittens played without the services of Dick Jenkins and Dave
Rushevsky. Even so the Addisonmen were close at the finish although the five starters
were forced to go all the way.
On the other hand, the Colby
victory gave a much-needed shot
in the arm to Coach Walt Slovenski's track and fieldsters, even
though there was little doubt before the meet as to the outcome.
Colby has been the weak sister of
Maine Intercollegiate track for a
couple of seasons now. But after
a tough. season against tough
teams, the Garnets needed a score
on the black side of the ledger.
The lack of track quality is
not so great a factor in the
poor record that Bates track
teams have had in recent campaigns as is lack of quantity.
There are several trackmen of
high caliber on the Garnet
squad. There have been tracksters even in poorer years who
would be a welcome addition
to any New England small college roster.
The percentage of good trackmen
compared with the size of the squad
is high. Yet the biggest factor remains: there simply is no depth to
the track team. The Garnets enter
nearly every meet outmanned at
least two to oae. Certainly the 20odd men who have stuck it out
during this losing season deserve
credit.
The following deserve special mention:
Ed Holmes, weightman extraordinaire, has been a consistent double winner in the
discus and the hammer throw.
Bob Goldsmith, who has
turned in both distance and
middle distance victories consistently in his final year to
close a brilliant college career.
Doug Fay, the versatile soph
sprinter, who pulled a muscle
Saturday and so failed to place.
Buzzy Bird, soph two-miler,
a steady winner at the grueling
race.

(

In addition, Roger Schmutz in
the 600 and 300: Johnny Dalco in
the dash, hurdles and broad jump;
and Curt Osborne in the pole vault
have all turned in their share of
points to the Slovenski coffers.
Clyde Eastman and Cal Jodat
turned in fine races last Saturday
— Eastman taking the mile and

Rags To Riches Story
Highlights Hoop Season

By Roger Schmutz
By Bill Hobbs
Vanity basketball practice at
Jodat winning the 1000. Bob AbWith emphasis placed on the Bates College began two weeks
bott, John l.ind. Phil Cowan and
Stan Barwise also deserve mention new substitution rule and the way before the end of the football seait will affect -player assignments, son. If new head coach Bob Addifor their performances.
spring football practice took over son
had
had
his
way,
it
With a little more depth to
the cage for five days last week would have started quite a bit
give the overworked runners
Out of the practice, Coach Bob sooner. He was anxious to get unsome respite, the Garnet could
Hatch gained an idea of how he der way and from what few constand up to the toughest teams
will have to change some men tacts he had made with the prosand give them a good battle.
around, and he also got a look at pective members of his squad, he
l«ate basketball statistics show freshmen and some new pros- had gathered that the players were
Bates
basketball
Capt.
Charlie pects.
just as eager as he.
Bucknam only nine points behind 40 Men Turn Out
Hoped For Eight Wins
elongated Colby center Ted Lallier
Looking at .this year's schedule
About
40
men
turned
out
for
for the State Series individual
and material and comparing it
the
practice
sessions,
most
of
scoring championship. In placing
with last year's record and persecond to Lallier, Bucknam netted whom have seen considerable sersonnel, Addison came to the convice
before.
A
new
rule
which
has
188 points for a game average of
clusion that eight wins out of the
20.88 markers. Lallier knocked in outlawed the two -platoon system 2i game schedule would be just
does
not
allow
a
player
to
return
197 points for an average of 21.9
about all that could be expected
per game. The Colby scoring leader to the lineup in the same period i for this season. Admittedly this
he
is
substituted
for
except
in
the
had eight more field goals, but
would have been hardly anything
Bucknam outscored him from the second and fourth periods when he to write home about, but would be
can return for the last five minutes.
foul line.
If a starting lineup were to be still quite an .improvement over
Ken Weiler of the Garnet*
produced for a game today it last year's 2-22 showing.
was sixth with a total of 132
Nevertheless, there weie many
would probably be Ralph Froio
for the nine State Series conpeople
who didn't believe the Garand Don Smith at ends, Moose
tests, while teammate George
I)i Maria
and
Ralph
Vena at net could win even eight games.
Schroder was eighth with 126.
tackles, Paul Barbcra and Buzz For a while it appeared as if these
Jim Moody and Don Smith
Barton or Mike DiSallc at guards, pessimists might be right, for afwere up in the first 20 bracket.
Gene Soto at center, Dave Higgins ter a fast start which saw them
Team statistics show that the at quarterback. Herb Morton or win five of their first eight games,
Burke
at
fullback,
Bob the Bobcats fell upon evil days
Mules from Waterville scored 752 Gary
points
in
Main
Intercollegiate Chumbook at left half, and either and were able to win only one
while losing six in a disastrous
play, 26 more than last year for an Jim Vaughn or Chuck Cloutier as
average of 83.5 per contest as com- wingback. Positions are by no week and a half -period in the middle of January.
pared with 80.6 last year. Bates means sewed up, however.
averaged 75.1 points per game by Hubbard Shows Promise
posting a total of 676 for the seaA few unexpected faces showed
son. Last year's combo could only
up at practice which may help out
fine the range for 560 during the
a lot next year. Most promising
nine-game ordeal.
among those is end candidate LarAD LIBS . . . Colby led the ry Hubbard who showed a lot of
league in team defense while Bow- good stuff. Hubbard did not playdoin was a surprising second. Al- last fall as a freshman. Bud Elston
though runner-up in the Series and Tom Moore, victims of early
standings, the Cats were last in season injuries could be a big
team defense . . . Congratulations help, as could be Bruce Morrison.
are due to the Roger Bill intra- Clyde Swift. Fred Beck, Dave
mural
champions
managed
by Kelly, and Ed Thomas.
Swede Anderson. The titlists playN'o predictions can be made for
ed fine ball throughout the season, the future. "The new ride won't
losing only two games while tying hurt us any." said Coach Hatch.
Charlie 1'appas' Bard well five for "We won't need as large a squad,
the American league title . . The but it would please me to see one.
intramural champions also gave This practice period has given me
the freshman hasketballers a run a chance to see who should get infor their money in filling in for a vited back early for practice next
flu-ridden Kents Hill five. The fall."
'
Bohkittens took that engagement
"-..
by three points in overtime . . .
Varsity basketball leader Bucknam
The
also had a hand in the intramural
championship, as he coached the
winners. Members of the winning
team are Walt Koball, Dave Kellc v. Ken Sargent. Sam Kozak, Bo'.)
Atwater, Bill Michelsen, Anderson.
Jack Cannon. Dick l'rothero and
Shib Maloui . . . Ernie Era, soph
footballer, underwent an operation
Monday for the removal of cartilage from his knee. Ernie suffered
the recurrence of the knee injury
during last week's football drill'
in the Cage, when he accidentally
stepped in one of the track weight10 PARK STREET
men's holes. Ernie was on the
Right Off Main Street
shelf for several weeks last fall for
Dial 2-2551
the Baltic injury during the football
!
season.
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BAKERY

Pleases
Particular
Patrons

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

R. W. CLARK CO
DRUGS

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON

-

MAINE

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4 Registered Pharmacists
Main St. at Bates St.

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

Tel. 3-0031

From Rags To Riches
Even though the season became
history only a short while ago.
many words have been written
about the mysterious "something"
that occurred over the two week
exam period to transfer Bates from
a rather mediocre club with a six
and nine record to what was just
about the hottest small college
team in New England.
Actually, there are at least four
very good reasons for the change.
First and
foremost, the team
picked up the confidence and ex-

perience that' can be ;;ained only
from playing ball together. The
players learned each others' strong
points and weaknesses and pat
terned
their
play
accordingly.
Secondly. Captain Charlie Bucknam really came into iiis own during the winning streak, scoring 210
points in the final eight games for
a fine 26.3 point average per game.
In the third place. Coach Addison wisely switched the club to a
new offense, employing two men
on the inside and the other three
on the outside. And lastly, the
Bobcats played their last eight
contests on the Alumni Gym floor
and most sports experts believe
this is worth anywhere from six
to ten points to the home club. All
these factors when taken together
added up to a hot streak which
brought Bates seven victories in a
little over two weeks and set the
heart of many a Garnet glad collegion to beating.
Actually, this coining of age of the
team occurred a year earlier than expected. Even among the coaching
staff, the thought was that although
the large group of sophomores had
the makings of a good club, a year of
experience would be necessary before
any real dividends could be expected.
As things turned out, they were
wrong and that should augur even
better things for the year ahead.

SEEP lit W0Q9E0 HILLS
Spend lift's h«ppi«it hours where you'll
find other newly married colleqiem.
Have a secluded cottaqe ell your own
at a friendly queit housa just for newly.
wads.
Leisuraly life (breakfast until
11:00), vigorous outdoor fun or com
plete roleiation . . . maals you'll remember always . . . jolly gatherings of
young paopla enjoying life's greatest
experience. Mention dates and you will
receive our THREE HONEYMOON
PLANS and other helpful folder..

THE FARM ON THE HILL
Swiftwater 100, Pa.

We Feature
VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS
MANHATTAN SPORTSWEAR
STETSON HATS
AI.PAYOM COATS
SWANK JEWELRY
JANTZEN SPORTSWEAR
and other Famous Lines

BATES HOTEL
Where Everyone Goes
TWO FLOOR SHOWS
NIGHTLY
8:45 and 11.00
Dancing to the
Russ Gilman Trio

FRANK'S
STORE FOR MEN
205 Main St.

Opp. Strand

162 Middle St.

Tel. 4-6459

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

INCORPOR»riD

I f W ft f I

CLEANSERS * FURRIEii*
Call and Delivery

83 Lisbon St.

Agent:
PRISCILLA TALBOT
Hacker House

Lewiston

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Open Daily Year 'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

—'

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
PORTLAND ROAD, AUBURN, MAINE

TEL.

4-7671
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Bowdoin Freshmen Edge
Kittens In Finale, 78-75

Bates Trackmen Crush Colby
83-34, In Season's First Win

games of the season, with an even
By Bob Lucas
In their final game of the sea- 14 points per game and a total of
son, March 3, the frosh basketball 112 points. Bob Dunn, who reteam was nosed out in the final placed Suesserman at the beginperiod by Bowdoin by a score of ning of the second semester,
78-75.
The
Bobldttens
sorely came up with 132 noints and a
missed the services of Dick Jen- 13.55 average. No other player on
kins ami Dave Rushetskv. neither the team averaged in the two figure
of whom could make this late sched> column, but Gene Tavlor was
By Norm Sadovitz
viled game. Since Coach Addison closest with 7.94, followed by
:
With varsity winter sports
was forced to use the Starting five Chuck Cloutier with - .')4.
•ucked
nwav
until
next year.
for the entire game, the lack of | Defensive Stars
snorts
followers had a
depth proved costly. Although his
On the defensive side, there Bates
charges were leading at the end of were also several outstanding per-' soecial Teat in watchins a fast
each of the first three periods, they formers.' Captain Jenkins and Hob '••,! well-plaved intramural cbamwere just too tired to null through Dunn performed admirably under "ionshin came Saturday afternoon
in the final game. The period fthe boards, while Dick Wakely. in the Alumni Gvm. Swede Anderscores were 21-18,
58-34, and Gene Taylor and Pep Gflman, who son's Roger Bill team showed
did not come into his own until . their superioritv and prowess hv
62-58.
Charlie
Pappa*'
toward the end of the season, undermining
Cloutier Is High Scorer
Bardwall team. 56-44. In the losClicking for one of his best checked well on the outside.
Taylor
committed
the
most ers" contest. Mike DeSalle's Bardgames all season, Chuck Cloutier
hooped in 1(' points with each of personal fouls with a total of 3°. well five defeated Smith South
his four teammates also bitting for Others with 20 or more were handily.
Jenkins, 37, Riishefsky. 34, Clou- R"»er Bill Takes Early Lead
double-digit figures.
Over the season as a whole. tier, 30, Wakely, 27, and SuesserRoger Bill started off fast, pullThe Kittens ended up with an 11-6 man, 20.
in a away with a four point lead bv
The team as a whole scored
record, losing twice to Colby. 67•'-,. ,.,),! of (he first quarter. This
92 and o7-80; and once each to 1191 points in 17 games for an av- "•ns as close as Bardwell came durM.C.I., 74-81: Hebron 71-80; Port- erage of 70.06 points per game. ing the entire contest. At Hie end
land Y.M.C.A.. 62-68; and Bow- The individual game high was 84 of the half Anderson's men added
against Maine Maritime academy,
doin 75-78.
another point to the difference and
Individually. Dick Jenkins, who and the game low was 46 against
led 25-20.
was elected team captain, received St, Dominique's High school.
In the second quarter, Roger
Summing up the season, the
the scoring honors with a total of
n:il
started to roll, chalking up a
Kittens
had
a
good
year.
They
257 points. Garnering: these in
only thirteen of the seventeen won almost twice as many as they -14-31 lead. The final frame congames, he ended up with a game lost, and with the exception of a tinued in the same way with Roger
average of 19,77 ooints. Dave couple of wild spurts, they played Hill out of BardwelPs reach with
Rushefsky followed ;lose on his together well as a team. A little the final margin eight points.
heels in the scoring race with a more passing and a little less
Walt Koball led the winners
total of 248 points. Playing in six- shooting on a couple of occasions with 12 points followed closely liv
teen games. Kushefsky averaged might have helped, however. Men- Sam
Kozak's
nine,
Sargent's
tion must also be made of Coach eight and Prothero's six. John
an even 15.5 points per game.
Third place in game average is Bob Addison, who molded the Moore was high scorer of the
held by Ronnie Suesserman. who smooth working team out of a group •<ame adding 18 points to the losplayed in only the first eight who had never played together.
er's total.

Anderson Five
Is Intramural
Court Champion

Invisible Marking at

Judkins Laundry, Inc.
GEORGE W. TUFTS, Mgr.

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

High Quality

Dry Cleaning

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

SAME DAY SERVICE
IF IN BY 9 A. M.

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6(A>

Next to Lewiston Post Office

54 Ash Street

193 Middle St.

Dial 2-6001

VISIT

Gas - Oil - Lubrication-v Pick-up and Delivery Service

HEADACHE HEADQUARTERS

Hayes Restaurant

Dial

36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

3-0082

"SELECT USED CARS"
Sacre's Cities Service Station
Corner of College and Sabattus Sts.
Try Cities Service New Sensational Triple HD Koolmotor Oil

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

83-34 victory in the cage Saturday afternoon. Ed Holmes was the
only double winner for the victors as he took the discus and hammer events, but his point total was surpassed by Bob Goldsmith
and John Dalco who both scored 11

FOR

Corsages
CALL

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-4587

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

JEWELERS
SINCE I85»

50 Lisbon St

®qccd(h
Dial 4-5241

by taking a first and two

seconds.
jM.a «w«wg |HJM tam i

With a 56-44 win over Charlie Poppas' Bardwell five last Saturday, the Roger Bill American league entry became the 1953 intramural basketball champions. Members of the team are, standing,
1. to r.: Walt Koball, Dick Prothero, Bill Michelsen, Jack Cannon,
Ken Sargent, Coach Charlie Bucknam. Front row: Manager Swede
Anderson, Bob Atwater. Sam Kozak, Dave Kclley.

Missing from

picture is Shib Malouf.
The boys in garnet took ten of ably could have done better with
the 13 first places in winning their a little competition. Buzz finished
first meet after dropping five a lap and a half ahead of his nearstraight. Holmes put the Cats in est rival. Jack Kisner took a third

ing third.

CAR CARE OUR SPECIALTY
Battery Service - Towing - Gen. Repairing - Washing

Open Fri. Til 12 P.M.
Open Sat. Til 1 A.M.

Colby's Mules became the first victim of the Bates varsity indoor
track squad as the Bobcat thinclads ran off with an impressive

South Bows To. Bardwell
Led by Ralph Froio's 25 point front in the early events with his
scoring spree, Bardwell (Nast) firsts, and he was aided by Count
romped over Smith South to the
Swift's second in the hammer.
tune of 62-53.
Phil Cowan grabbed first in the
The Bardwell five .>osted an 11
shot put while Don Howell gained
point lead by the end of the first
ciusrter, which proved to be the thirds in both the shot and the
winning margin. South bounced discus.
back in the second frame and Sweep Three Events
closed the gap to two points. The
Hates swept all three places in
score at the end of the half was
the broad jump. 601), and 1000
Bardwell 27. South 25.
events. In the broad jump it was
In
the
second half,
South Dalco. Fred Beck, and Lou Brown
dropped back again. Ralph Froio in the one. two. three spots. Goldgot hot, dropping nine from the smith. Roger Schmutz, and Bob
floor. Mike Desalle also found the Abbott combined to sweep the
range, adding eight more points in nine points in the 600. and in the
'this half. In addition. Smith was '.000 Cal Jodat edged out Gold! forced to play with four men af- smith with Clyde Eastman finish-

FOR
I'OUNTAIN SPECIALS
AND
REGULAR MEALS

40 ASH ST.
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
Dial 2-9298
Good Clean Place To Eat

By BUI Hobbs

in this race.
Schmutz, Eastman Perform Well
Schmutz and Eastman looked
very good as they won the 300
and

mile

finished

respectively.
behind

Goldsmith

Schmutz

in

sec-

ond place in the 300. Tom Halliday captured third place in the
mile. Other Bates points came on
Curt Osborne's first in the pole
vault. Dalco's seconds in the 40
yard dash and the 45 yard high
hurdles, Stan Barwise's second in
the high jump, and John Lind's
thirds in the high jump and pole
vault.
For Colby, Jacobs swept to victories in the 40 yard dash and the
45 yard high hurdles. Colby's only
other first came when Barnes leapt
to a win in the high jump. The
Mules should prove to be far
tougher competition in the spring
when they are in better condition.

The meet was the first for the
Mules who have been idle all winter. The well-seasoned men of
Coach Walt Slovenski took advantage of their edge in condition
as many put on their best performOFF THK BEATEN TRACK
ances of the year. Buzz Bird ran
. . . Cal Jodat stuck with ace Bob
his usual good two mile, but pro!>Goldsmith in the 1000 until the
last lap when Bob turned to him
ter Gene Soto fouled out near the and said, "I'll be waiting for you."'
end of the contest.
Goldsmith was off in a cloud of
cinders, but just before he crossed
Final Standings
the finish line he started marking
The final league standings for
time and kept it up until Cal had
the top three teams w»re as folsafely crossed ahead of him with
lows: In the American League.
his letter won. Both the gesture by
Bardwell (Pappas), 8-2, and RogGoldsmith and the hard running
er Bill (Anderson), 8-2 (tie for
by Jodat received a good round of
first); Middle (Hildreth), 6-3. In
applause. . . "Whitey," the runthe National League, Smith South,
ning Marine, was cheered on by8-0; Bardwell (DeSalle). 7-':
some Bates friends, but in vain as
Roger Bill (Sterns), 6-2.
he failed to place for Colby. . .
Softball Roosters Due
The win ended the indoor season
Intramural Softball roosters are on a good note (heard from
due by March 24 from the respec- Hathorn's bell after the victory),
tive coaches, intramural schedule- and set a standard for spring track
maker Bill Bowyer has announced. to chase.
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Stu-C Candidates
(Continued from page five)
as Senior representative: The established duties of the council are
of prime importance to me, for I
believe that through SUCCCM in
these the importance and influence
of the council is built. These
changes and improvements are
needed:
»
Freshman rules — four work
projects; organized frosh cheering
sections at all
home
football
games; positive rather than negative enforcement procedures; liberal co-ed rules.
Discipline — the council should
not interfere with personal habits,
but any drinking leading to disturbance, destruction or personal
injury should bring council action.
Smokers — decided improvement
should come about. A co-ed smoker, successful in the past, could be
held on Mt. David.
Administrative — a public relations policy is needed to explain
administrative action so to avoid
much confusion that exists.
These are basic: many more
ideas can be forthcoming from the
men.
Also, I am a qualified candidate
for the presidency of the council.
As a candidate for this office I believe it is necessary for me to
withdraw from all other extracurricular activities so to devote
my full time and energy to the
Presidential duties of the council.
Richard Prothero, for re-election
as Junior representative: In essence, there are two main functions which the Student Council
of this college should perform. The
first is to carry out the responsibility of the men to the college.
The second, and most important,
is to make known the feelings of
the men as to the responsibility of
fhe college to the men. The needs
and requests of the men. if they
are for the improvement of bad
situations, should be fairly presented to the administration of the
college by the Council. The members of the Council should be adequate to represent these interests
of the men's student body, and
to do all that is possible to prove
their validity to the college.
If I have the honor of being a
member of the Council, I will
sincerely try to live up to my"
responsibilities to the college and
to the men of the college.
Robert Sharaf, for Sentior representative: Bates men go off to
college with great expectations of
what campus life will be. In a
short time it is easy to spot disappointment in the ranks of the
new student. This might occur on
any campus but at Bates the feeling is overwhelming and rampant,
from freshman to senior. It is
more than just griping, regardless of what claims are made to
that effect. Everyone wants to develop a lasting devotion to his college and Bates students feel robbed
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Four Sundays Of
Coed Dining Begin
Coed dining will take place,
for the first time this semester,
during the Sunday dinner meal.
Students will eat in the same
dining hall as last semester.
Cards will be distributed by the
committee which will state the
assigned place and time.
Anyone desiring to change
his dining hall assignment may
do so after this Sunday according to a plan which will be explained in the next issue of the
Student. There will also be coed
dining next Sunday and the first
two Sundays after vacation.
of this attachment. Surely Bates
has its outstanding and unique
features, but must we be helpless
to make her better and more attractive to all?
We are taught and acclimated
to the fact that improvement of
civic life is our responsibility. At
present
Bates is our political
world and we have no desire to
leave "town" for another but to
improve the one we chose.
My platform is simply to try to
show the administration that our
ideas are workable and certainly
worthy of more than the usual
cursory glance. Although this has
failed in the past, I desire the opportunity to try again. Frankly, no
student can fairly promise more.
I shall be in your dorm shortly to
discuss specific plans.
Clyde Swift, for re-election as Senior representative: Closer cooperation between the student body,
the administration, and the Student
Council will provide for an integral, .more unified, and a more
pleasant atmosphere among tinmen at Bates.
In this position of leadership, as
representative of the men, I will
strive for a closer contact between
the men and the council by informing everyone of our activities.
To achieve this end, there must be
a much closer union between the
proctors and the council. By attending the regular meetings and
taking an active part therein, the
proctors will be well informed as
to the activities of Stu-C and thus
provide a means of conveying in-

formation to the men. The radio
and newspaper will also be utilized to a greater extent in education the campus as regards the
Student Council.
A more efficient guidance system will be instituted which will
aim primarily at helping students
to direct their efforts toward ■»
definite goal.
A well informed campus is a
united one. With an efficient
guidance system, a closer tie between all the major organizations
on campus, and a complete understanding between the student body
and the governing bodies is the
end toward which 1 will direct my
efforts.
Neil Toner, for Senior representative: There are many problems facing the Stu-C. They can't
be cured in some cases but a new
line of action on these things may
do some good (or some evil).
The electricity bill problem has
hit home many times in the last
three years. This has been looked
into in the past, it's worth going
into again.
I would like to see the labs
open more than two nights a
week.
The committee formed by Stu-C
and Stu-G is little heard of. Here
is one place for improvement.
The disciplinary measures set
down last year have been disregarded in some cases already. The
Stu-C should have the power
granted it in these past rules.
An enlarged parking area nearer
Smith- could be used by some of
the drivers.
The men on the council now are
doing a good job. I hope if I get
the chance I can do as well and
still satisfy all.
John Toomey, for Senior representative: I believe that the prime

Have You Tried

Steckino's Original
Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and
American Poods

Steaks, Chops, Salads
our specialty
104 Middle St
Lewiston
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake
Eat at Steckino's

of faculty, students and administration.
Richard Weber, for Senior representative:
Platforms state objectives candidates pledge to fulfill if elected. Most promise what
everyone wants and few expect to
get. They test verbal agility —
"full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing" — since no candidate
knows precisely what he will do
before election.
Therefore I can promise nothing
definite except to represent and
govern for the men honestly. Naturally anyone can say that and
every candidate should be mop'
specific. So t list my sincere
"hopes and intentions" for:
1. Revised
Freshman
Rules
that orient without humiliating,
with work projects continued.
2. Independence from and cooperation with, the Administration
and men's student body.
3. Greater direct control over
discipline
problems
concerning
men.
4. Greater personal contact between council members and the
men on campus issues, to help the
men realize the council needs their
support for more effective action.
5. A guidance system directing
individual! with problems to those
best fitted to hear and perhaps help
them.

FOR THAT
EVENING SNACK
Try

A Hamburg
from

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street

Key io the futureGibbs Training

Gibhs secretariat training opens doors for college women to
career opportunities in their chosen field. Special Course
(or College Women. Five-school personal placement service.
Write College Dean for "GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK."

KATHARINE GIBBS
BOSTON 16, 90 Mir*orou|ti Stint
NEW YORK 11. IX M Av.;w
CHICAGO (LB I Sup.noi Slixl
PROVIDENCE 6. 155 «nitfl SltMl
M0N1CIAIR, N. I.. 33 PhronOi SI'"*

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL
Founded 1906

Steckino Hotel
and cafe

function of the council should be
to present student opinion. The
council should be willing to discuss any issue the men show an
interest in. and should be an outlet for all opinions. Regardless of
whether or not the council is capable of acting in that particular
sphere.
In line with this I promise if
elected to present any proposals
suggested to' me before the council, regardless of my personal
opinion on the subject.
Mori- concretely I favor continuing the present demand for
meti's reception rooms. This is
deemed a necessity, not a luxury.
I also believe that the time has
come for a student faculty evaluation of the Bates Plan. Certainly
this plan is not a panacea. Agreed
it is good, but it could be better.
The students have been under it,
and they are in a position to offer
valuable constructive criticisms.
It also seems that the council
should he given wider scope on
disciplinary action. The council
should be allowed to sit in on the
meetings of the disciplinary committee to counteract talk of raw
deals, etc., that come out of the
present closed meeings.
Thus such action means cooperation — no longer administration
government but a working group

CO-EDUCATIONAL

ANNOUNCES that the fall semester will open on
. Monday, September 21, 1953.
Applicants who have successfully completed three
years of college work, leading to an academic degree,
ate eligible to enter three year day course or four year
evening course.
Day Division Classes are held from 9:00 AM. to
4:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays.
Evening Division Classes are held on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:00 to 8:50 P.M.
Catalogue, containing full information concerning
tuition, curriculum, courses offered and requirements
for the bachelor of laws degree, will be mailed on
request.
Address, Suffolk University Law School, 20 Derne
Street, Boston 14, Mass., Beacon Hill, opposite State
House. Telephone CA 7-1040.

...going home by

GREYHOUND
Leaving from Campus FRIDAY, MARCH 27
for Boston, Hartford, New York
*
*
*

Watch Bulletin Board for Sales Date
Mail Your Reservation Card Early
Save 10% — Buy Round Trip

Express to South Station and Park Sq. on All Schedules
Express to Hartford at 11:30 A. M.
Return Express Busses Leave Boston April 6 at 6:00 P. M. and
8:30 P. M
from Hartford at 2:00 P. M.
For Information Call The Campus Agent
DON BARRIOS ... or
*— &&*.

GREYHOUND TERMINAL
169 Main St.
■ Tel. 2-8932

GREYHOUND

